There was a country whose name was Maeg, and the people of Maeg country used similar language to modern Korean. The people of Tsin(Qin) country, the first unified country in China, used the Korean languages and the people utilized Tcheonzamun as a text for children, and Shang(Historically the second country in China) reorganized the Tsin country. The people's thinking of Shang country has similarity to that of our country, Korea. It is so in the viewpoint of searching for God. It is supposed that the peoples of Shang -Tsin(Qin) -Maeg -Korea were similar in a viewpoint of language. The researchers have considered that a Tcheonzamun poem was composed of 16 letters. This time also Tcheonzamun(The Thousand Character Essay) poem was composed of 16 letters from 801st to 816th characters. And the researchers used two translating methods. The first method is to utilize the meaning of Chinese characters and to translate the poem with 16 letters. And the other method is to utilize Korean pronunciation of the poem. The meaning between the two translating methods were similar. This Tcheonzamun poem seems to be written by a woman of Maeg country. And it shows the 'Beautiful love of Maeg wife'. And it is considered that there is a close relation between Shang-Tsin(Qin)-Maeg-Korean peoples.
INTRODUCTION
'IbbeunGaksi!' is a dialect of Korean language, and the meaning of 'IbbeunGaksi!' is beautiful wife or sensible wife.Once upon a time there was a country, its name was Maeg [1, 2] , and they used similar language to modern Korean [3] [4] [5] . The people of Tsin(Qin) country, the first unified country in China, used the Korean languages [6] and the people utilized Tcheonzamun(The Thousand Character Essay) as a text for children [7] , and Shang(Historically the second country in China) reorganized the Tsin country [8] . It is supposed that Shang -Tsin -Maeg -Korean they were similar people in a viewpoint of language.
In Shang country, which flourished until around 3000 years ago in the old China, a lot of Chinese characters were found either on turtle surface (carapace) or buffalo bone. And the number of Chinese characters script on the animals body was reported as 3000 [9] . It is possible that the Tcheonzamun(The Thousand Character Essay) poem from 801st to 816th characters was written by a woman of Maeg country. And it is considered that the time of Tcheonzamun spread into China might be before the era of Confucius (500 B.C.) [3] . The researchers have interests on the origin of Korean people [5] , and they found that the letters on Tcheonzamun can be translated on Korean pronunciation [6] . Most of the poems of Tcheonzamun were principally concerned on the world of Man; combat, killing the enemy, defeat, and child education [4, 5] , but this time the theme was different. It shows the small but important controversy between a wife and a husband during common life.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The researchers utilized common Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay) book in Korea [10] . The researchers have considered that a Tcheonzamun poem was composed of 16 letters [3] [4] [5] . This time also Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay) poem was composed of 16 letters from 801st to 816th characters. And the researchers used two translating methods. The first method is to utilize the meaning of Chinese characters and to translate the poem with 16 letters. And the other method is to utilize Korean pronunciation of the poem.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tcheonzamun (The Thousand Character Essay) was translated simply in Korea [10] and in English(Sturman www.camcc.org). This Tcheonzamun poem seems to be written by a woman of Maeg country.The poem is composed of 16 letters from 801st to 816th characters.
The next is the talking of Augustin and Hyeonhi on 24 May 2017 during their eating of the breakfast. Augustin: I have written a lot of things about Chinese history, principally on Ha country (historically the first Chinese country) and Shang (or Eun) country (historically the second country in China). Hyeonhi: Do you want to say that there is a relation between the Chinese history and that of our country, Korea? Augustin: Yes, it is. I think that both Ha country and Shang (Eun) country have relations with us, Korean people. Hyeonhi: My Darling, it is raining outdoors. Augustin: Especially the people's thinking of Shang country has similarity to that of our country. It is so in the viewpoint of searching for God. Hyeonhi: Please take your meal of breakfast. You must go out early because it is raining. Augustin: Yes, I will do so. It is very long time ago from now. Shang country existed on the latter period of Neolithic era. By the way, it is said that there were 2000 Chinese character in the period of Shang country. I think it is not true. I think that more than 2000 Chinese characters existed in Shang period. Thank you our LORD! It is the LORD who gives the couple of Augustin and Hyeonhi the ability to translate this poem of Tcheonzamun amen! This poem is consisted of 16 letters from 801st to 816th characters of Tcheonzamun. And the title is 'IbbeunGaksi!' whose meaning is beautiful wife or sensible wife.
The next part is translation through Chinese character of the poem of 16 letters from 801st to 816th characters of Tcheonzamun. The Maeg wife saw that her husband ate solitarily the cold meal in the kitchen. Perhaps after the quarrel with her wife, the Maeg husband did not demand to his wife his meal. Korea and Maeg countries (Maeg is the name of ancient Korea, and the Maeg people might have lived among the west part of present China, the Mongol, the Mandchou, the present Korea[North Korea and South Korea]) have four seasons; therefore if somebody eats cold meal, it is not normal meal but eating something in order to escape his being hungry.
Though it was not clear, the researchers during the translation through Chinese character found that the woman writer has expressed in this poem her status of being wife. And the Maeg wife exposed herself secretly and metaphorically figured herself as 'meal'.
Number, Chinese character in Korean pronunciation, Chinese character, Translation through Chinese character 801-804 Ku Seon Tchan Ban 具膳餐飯 If I want to prepare (具) a good meal for you, my husband, (膳), I must change the bad rice-meal and bad food (飯) into the good quality rice-meal and favorite food (餐). 805-808 Zeog Gu Tchung Zang 適口充腸 No, it is not right, it is wrong. The appetite (口) comes to me (適) during my eating (充) of the meal (腸).
Supposing that it was not a delicious meal. But during my eating of the meal it becomes more and more tasty if I eat it deliciously.
809-812 Po Eo Paeng Zae 飽(食+夭)烹宰 If I prepare for you the meal with the common materials in my house (宰). I will cook it well for long time with my sincere love (烹), and you can eat it deliciously and sufficiently (飽). You will not take the meal reluctantly, or you will not eat the food in order to escape your hunger (食+夭). Yes, it was the beautiful love of my wife Hyeonhi! Hyeonhi is really IbbeunGaksi (the meaning of this Korean word is 'beautiful wife')! 805-808 Zeog Gu Tchung Zang 適口充腸 ((주구장창)) (Zu Gu Zang Tchang; continuously for very long time)
813-816 Ki
No, it is not right! of course not! I saw that you have eaten solitarily the cold meal, it is not possible for me to see you at this condition. My Darling, I will sincerely prepare for long time your hot meal and good food, take this one! Do not go to other woman! I will prepare your meal. My meal and food for you is tasty, isn't it? My Darling! 809-812 Po Eo Paeng Zae 飽(食+夭)烹宰 ((포옥 펴서)) (Po Ok Pyeo Seo; boil the meal completely, prepare the food and extend it for eating) I will make the food and the meal boiled for you, and I will take the food which I have prepared, and I will extend the things on the eating Please take the meal! My loving husband! Listen to me please! It is the conversation between Augustin and Hyeonhi on the night of 7 February 2017.
Augustin: My Darling! Can a wife say that her husband is 'pretty' or 'lovable'?
Hyeonhi: It is possible. It depends upon its condition. For example, when her husband is younger than her. Jesus our LORD amen! Some times ago(14 May 2017) Father JeongEop Paul Lee in the Catholic Church of Daejeon Nae-dong told us that "Our life is very important." "Because our neighbors generally see us on the viewpoint of our common life."
The meaning between the two translating methods were similar. And it shows the 'Beautiful love of Maeg wife'. And it is considered that there is a close relation between Shang-Tsin (Qin)-Maeg-Korean peoples.
